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t. p. kanetkar is a professor in department of geodesy and geophysics,
banasthali university, bhopal, madhya pradesh. he has authored several books
such as survey geometry, survey, theory of surveying and mapping, theory of

surveying and mapping, surveying geodetic techniques and tacheometry,
topographic surveying of india, topographic surveying, surveying and mapping
and principles of surveying and mapping. he has extensively authored books

such as survey geometry, survey, theodolite and total station, survey,
theodolite and total station, survey, theodolite and total station and survey,
theodolite and total station. he is a member of governing board of national
institute of surveying and mapping and isps, new delhi, national board of
accreditation for distance education and training (nabedat) and national

accreditation board for testing and calibration laboratories (nabl). he is also an
eminent editor of several academic journals and magazines. he is a life
member of isps and isps-usa. he is a member of working group, wg6 of

international association of geodesy (iag) for the revision of iag standards for
survey metrology and mapping. he is the editor of the book series "geodetic

surveying" and "topographic surveying" published by v. g. prakashan.
dc.description.idf.part.any: 5dc.content: the book covers a variety of topics in

detail including surveying, levelling, contouring, computation of area,
computation of volume, theodolite traversing, curves, tacheometric surveying,

setting out, hydrographic survey, project surveying, airport and harbour
projects and others.
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These surveys are influenced by a wide variety of different factors including
geographical and climatic conditions, nature of the terrain, feasibility of travel routes,
availability of roads, precision required, scope of the work, need for dynamic planning,

ease of access to and presence or absence of visual obstructions. In all types of
surveying, the principles of space are central and their accuracy is paramount. In this
book, a variety of topics are covered under horizontal and vertical directions for the

surveys. The book covers the topics in detail including introduction, topographic
surveying, geodetic surveying, geotechnical surveying, surveying for railways, defence
and agriculture. Under horizontal (plan, profile) and vertical (piton and spike) directions,
the book covers everything a civil engineer needs to cover their project. S.V. Kulkarni is

a distinguished educationist and a celebrated Professor of Mathematics, College of
Education, Pune, India. He has published many award-winning books on mathematics,

education and pedagogy and is now retired from the post of principal, College of
Education, Pune. He was honoured with the ‘Sardar Patel Gold Medal’ on the occasion of

the BANASTHALI CHILLA DADAGIRI 2006; a silver cheque for the outstanding
contribution to education for the year 2006. A noted educationist, educationist, Dr.

V.G.Prakashan is the General Editor of the BANASTHALI CHILLA DADAGIRI, which has
been published since 1985. He also has a special contribution to the educational

development of the state of Haryana as he was the principal of the government college
in Kota, Haryana, which set a high standard for the students of the state. He has

completed his Ph.D. from the Delhi University in 1988. 5ec8ef588b
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